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THEME: FRUSTRATION

The theme I chose to work with is frustration. I was drawn towards frustration because it
is something that I have experienced many times throughout my time as a performer. Many of us
describe our love of dance and performing, but I think we tend forget that dance can be a love,
hate relationship. There are times when it makes us feel so miserable; maybe we just can't get a
step or we don't get cast, or we just don't feel like we are good enough. But dance also makes us
feel free and alive. It is quite the paradox, and one that I was interested in exploring. I wanted to
look into not only how frustration feels as an emotion, but also how it manifests into movement.

frus·tra·tion
f

Noun
"The feeling of being upset or armoyed, esp. because of inability to change or achieve
something." (dictionary.com)

In psychology ....
"Frustration is a feeling of tension that occurs when our efforts to reach some goal are blocked."
(Psychology Term Glossary)
Noun
1. the feeling that accompanies an experience of being thwarted in attaining your goals
[syn: defeat]
2.an act of hindering someone's plans or efforts [syn: thwarting, foiling]
3. a feeling of annoyance at being hindered or criticized (Define.com)

Looking at these definitions I was very inspired to create movement that felt like it was
blocked by something, that there was a roadblock for my dancers. I worked -with this idea of
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' blocking throughout my thesis, and though it developed over time it was alwavs present. It
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started out as simply an imaginary block, but evolved to where my dancers were actually
blocking each other; acting themselves as sources of frustration for each other. My work with
frustration came out of personal experience as well. I recalled upon times when I felt frustrated
and how those made me feel emotionally. One story I always returned to in my thought process
was one from last year. I was in a communication studies class I hated so much. My group gave
a presentation, and my teacher asked us to stay behind after class. He tore apart our presentation .
I was so frustrated because I felt I couldn't defend myself and then I started crying. I wasn't sad,
I was frustrated but I was surprised by how the emotion came out of me. I was intrigued, after I
calmed down, that we manifest frustration through crying or anger. It is as if when we are faced
with an emotional roadblock, our body takes over and we can't control what emotion comes out
of it. With this idea in mind I decided upon three major emotions that have accompanied my
frustration: sadness, anger, and hopeless. With these three emotions, I hoped each dancer would
represent a different one and the struggles that accompany them. Because though frustration is a
common emotion, how we experience it and eventually work through it is not always an easy
path.
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SELECTION OF DANCERS
I decided not to hold a traditional audition to select the dancers for my senior thesis. I felt
that I had a pretty good handle on which the dancers in the department I wanted to work with. In
choosing my dancers it was a lot more difficult than I originally realized to get a cast of dancers.
There are over a hundred dance
majors, but finding the right ones
was a challenge. You need to make
sure your dancers have enough
time to dedicate to your thesis, as
well as a good reputation of being
dedicated and not flaky; all that on
top of liking their dance style and
technique. Everyone I asked to be
in my thesis accepted except for the first person I asked Grace Goodwin. The following passages
describe why I chose each of my four dancers, including Emily Rose before she decided to
transfer schools.

-"
~

-._,

--'
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--....
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Emily Rose:
I had two dance pieces with Emily last semester as well as having jazz class with her.
This meant I was able to see her dance a lot. I really appreciated not only her technical skill, but
also her commitment to performance. It was something that I felt she had really developed since
her freshman year. Since I am a natural performer I am very much drawn to people who also
perform. But more than that I appreciated how clean, and clear she was with her dancing. She is

6

very good at making choices with her movement. This is something that I am constantly working
on, so I was very much jealous of her ability to portray so much clarity. These are the two main
reasons I decided I wanted to work with her. Luckily she agreed to work with me.

Hannah Inayoshi:

I originally
asked Hannah to be in
my thesis last spring.
This was probably my
most risky choice. She
is a fabulous dancer, but
she also is one of my
good friends . Casting a
good friend can be
~

-"

tricky, but I trusted my leadership abilities enough to be able to be a friend and leader. I am

~
~

drawn to Hannah as a dancer because she is very different than me. She has great technique and

~

more of a balletic aesthetic. Though this is very different than me I was interested to see how she
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would interpret my movement. I also trusted Hannah to be dedicated and show up to rehearsals.
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This was something that was very important to me. I knew that the process would be a long one
and I didn't want to have to deal with a person who was flaky or who won't attend rehearsals.

7

Chloe Lafluer:

dancer I decided to ask to be
in my thesis. After I asked

really at a loss for the final
dancer I would ask. I knew I
wanted a trio. I remember
actually talking with Cat
(before she was in my thesis) brainstorming who I could ask, and Chloe popped into my head. I
have no idea why I never thought about her before. I also have had classes with Chloe in the
past, and she always caught my eye. She has such an innate passion with her dancing. It is a very
hard thing to describe, but you can always feel her love for dance when she moves. This is such a
unique quality, and it isn't really something that is learned. So, when Chloe agreed to be in my

~

thesis I was excited to have such a great talent within my work.

-"

Cat Kamarth:

~

~
~
~

~
~
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Hannah and Emily I was

....
~

-------

Chloe was the last

)
-=----,

After I learned Emily
Rose would be transferring I
was really disappointed. It
took me so long to decide
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who my dancers would be in the first place, and after I was really happy with my cast, I
discovered one of them was leaving. So choosing a fourth dancer was not an exciting process for
me. And as I brooded over whom to choose, I remember a conversation Cat and I had during
Winter Concert, where she told me she wasn't in anyone's spring piece. This got me thinking
that she would have time for rehearsals, and how much I would euj oy working with her. Cat is
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such a great performer. She has wonderful use of emotion within her dancing. All these reasons
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lead me to ask her to be in my thesis, and once again I was so lucky she accepted .

A DISCUSSION ON l\'IY DANCERS

Working with my three dancers was overall a great process. They were all always on time
for rehearsals, I didn't feel like I was babysitting them or forcing them to be there. Everyone was
very responsible and respectful which was such a load off my shoulders. As a group I think it's
very rare to have such a well-connected group of students. Everyone got along very well, which
was a good thing, but at times a distracting thing. Because we all really liked each other we at
times had a tendency to get off topic. Since our rehearsal time was Sunday nights we often talked
about our weekends, and shared stories. At first I thought this was bad, and I was being a bad
director but I realized that a small amount of storytelling wasn't necessarily bad. These times of
chatting may not have literally helped create my piece, but they served as time that connected
our group. Having my cast be so small, it was easy to have these chatting times, then transition
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into more solidified work times; more so than it would have been ifI had a large group .
Each dancer in my cast had moments of success and failure at some point. Cat and Chloe
had a lot of success with portraying the emotion of frustration on their faces. But, Chloe had a
harder time getting her assigned emotion of anger within her body. It was something that we had

9
to return to many times. We had to work together to get more pure strength into her body. I
wanted that strength to come across in response to the frustration that was occurring. So we had
to focus on sharper, stronger movements; to accent certain movements to give a range of
dynamics.
jill!I
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Cat was also very successful at 'getting into character' for lack of a better phrase. She

~

was immediately able to connect with the concept of frustration. And though Cat was great at the
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performance aspect, at times I
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needed her to have more clarity in

_.

her movement. Because this is

~
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something that I also struggle with,
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I at times didn' t know how to coach

~

her through it. But, like Chloe I
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found that asking her to accent
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certain movement broke up her
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natural flow and gave more clarity
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to her movement.
Though all three of my dancers are very different Chloe and Cat share a natural
inclination towards emotional investment. Hannah though a beautiful dancer, and technician
doesn't necessarily always approach her work that way. Working with her, she didn't struggle as
much with the actually dancing, but more the intention behind the movement. Placing intention
behind the movement is something I do without being asked, but as I worked with Hannah I
realized she doesn't necessarily do that. It was interesting to have to walk through that with her.
Having to say out loud, literally, what I wanted from different sections of the dance solidified

10
those sections for me as well. It was interesting process that helped her, but also helped me to
gain more clarity with emotive intentionality.
Having such a diverse cast presented me with many different problems, but also such a
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wealth of talent. Not everyone had the same talents, but they all brought something every
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different and unique to the piece. They respect<;d each other and also the process, which I am
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THE MUSIC

Music: "Cloud Atlas Finale"
Composers: Tom Tykwer, Johnny Kli,mek, and Reinhold Heil
The process of choosing my music was one that took quite some time, and a lot of
exploring at first. I started with the idea of frustration as my theme. From there I tried to think of
what sounds reminded me of frustration. I originally was looking within genre of 1960s rock. I
was drawn to the passionate voices of Janis Joplin, and Jimi Hendrix. I liked the rawness, the
pure emotion they inspired. I was also drawn to the soulful sound of the electric guitar that is
often present in that genre of music. I looked for quite some time within this genre, but I kept
coming up against roadblocks. One that was always floating around in my mind was,David
telling me that you shouldn't just choose a song because you like it, but rather the song must
have some context within the dance. Another problem that I kept encountering was that the lyrics
didn't make any sense in regards to what I was doing within my dance.
I decided after weeks of unsuccessful searching to go meet with David. When I met with
him he began by asking me what dances in the past have I enjoyed, and what was their music.
The piece that initially came into my mind was one of Lillian's solos from the 2011 Winter
Concert. I loved the simplicity of the piano, and the repetition of the music. It had an emotional
connection, but also a maddening musical pattern that guided the audience's emotions. I loved
how the dance worked with the music, but also really challenged and pushed the score. Though
David did not help me find my eventual music choice, he got me thinking down a different route
then I had considered before .
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In early December I went with a few friends to go see the film Cloud Atlas. It was a
beautiful film, but more importantly I was so inspired by the music. After I got home I
immediately went to YouTube to listen to the score again. From there I found the song "Cloud
Atlas Finale". It was around four minutes, the length I was looking for. It also reminded me of
Lillian's music because of the repetitious patterning. It is a stunning piece of music, but there
were also hints of frustration behind it. I decided to bring it into my next rehearsal. I was very
excited by how my dancers connected with it, and also how it complimented my dance.
Since that day in December I have only questioned my decision once. One time around
February I started to think the music was too big, that it would overpower my dance. Since it is
from a film, it is a very voluminous song. But, after trying a more simplistic piano song, both my
dancers and I knew that it wasn't too big, we just had to do the right things with it. I think at that
time I just doubted my abilities as a choreographer; my ability to choreography to such a big
track. My music has really been the most consistent thing about my piece. I really do like it
because I can relate to the subtle frustration. "Cloud Atlas Finale" was my music choice
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TIMELINE
Rehearsals:

November 11, 2012
December 2, 2012

........

January 18, 2013
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_..

February 4, 2013

January 24, 2013
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First Showing:

February 9, 2013
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Rehearsals:
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February 17, 2013
February 24, 2013
Adjudication:

February 26, 2013
Rehearsals:

April 2, 2013
April 7, 2013
April 30, 2013
Performance:

May 2, 2013
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JOURNAL- Rehearsals, Reactions, Feedback
Rehearsal One: (November 11, 2012)
This was my first rehearsal with my cast. Emily was out of town because of a family
commitment in Chicago. For preparation for this rehearsal I had a general outline of what I
wanted to accomplish. I came into rehearsal with a couple definitions to inspire my movement. I
found that frustration is described as an emotional response to opposition, a perceived resistance
to fulfillment of individual will. I really like the very descriptive words used in those definitions.
I feel like the words can be physicalized. I had envisioned the beginning of my dance starting
with all three of them walking forward, but I wasn't sure ifI wanted them to come in from the
sides or begin the dance "on stage". I also the night before the rehearsal I worked with a couple
of different movement ideas. They weren't exactly phrases, more movement patterns. As I
worked to create those movement patterns some of them came very naturally, but at first I was
having a very hard creating movement. I felt like I was alone in the studio, it just felt very
foreign and uncomfortable. I solved this problem by looking at the definition of frustration to
inspire my movement. I underlined a few words in the definition of frustration that I liked,
"opposition". "blocking", and "will". For the movement I created for my first rehearsal I was
focusing a lot on the idea of opposition and that something was countering where the body or
movement wanted to be. Once I started to work with this idea things started to come more
naturally to me. I created about seven different movement patterns that had to do with one body
part being left behind. It started with the hands being left behind, then the leg, head, etc .
Starting my rehearsal I went over the idea of frnstration with my cast. We discussed how
•

>

frustration manifests in our emotions, that it can be more complicated than a one sided feeling .
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We only discussed this shortly, but I asked them for our next rehearsal to try to think ofa
specific time when they were really frustrated. As we started to work I decided very quickly that
I liked the look of the dancers beginning on stage. Throughout the rehearsal my cast was very
cooperative which I was thankful for. They both were getting the movement atheistic quite well
and exploring it within their own bodies. We completed about 50 seconds of movement, which I
was really excited about. I didn't expect the movement that I created to take up that much time .
The challenges for next week will be getting Emily into the movement and expanding on what I
have so far.

Rehearsal Two: (December 2, 2012)
Going into my second rehearsal it's a very stressful time. We are at that point in the
semester when we have concert and finals, that Jast stretch before winter break. For this rehearsal

4

I wanted to work on how movement phrases would become disjointed. How I could take a

4
4
4

phrase and have it be maybe slower in the beginning and change it for the ending of the piece.
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For rehearsal I prepared movement that I wanted the dancers to try that all had to do with the
idea of hitting up against an invisible wall. Last week I was contemplating the idea of having a
literal wall, or block of some sort be part of my work. I talked with Scott, my mentor, about that

4

idea. Though he did not say I couldn't he brought up many points I hadn't considered. The actual
realistic side of having a wall, that it would take up space on the stage that I would have to
account for. Also he brought up that I would have to make sure I used it enough, and didn't

4

ignore it unless it was intentional to ignore it. After thinking it over I decided to continue on

4

without the wall and maybe add it in later ifI still felt the need. So instead I tried to generate
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movement for this week's rehearsal that had to do with coming up against something. I prepared
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three different phrases for each dancer and though they were each different they all focused on
leaving something behind physically, whether that was a hand, head, or etc. After watching them
do the movement I really liked where each of them was taking the ideas .
After that movement I decided to add a little bit.more. The bit I added I am not sure it is
something that I am completely sold on yet. Th,ey each look fine doing the moves but I am afraid
they may be too slow and I may want to speed up the movement. This is definitely something I
plan to work on next time we meet as a cast. Unfortunately due to concert and finals this will be
our last rehearsal this semester. I hope to spend time over winter break working on new ideas for
choreography. At this point I am really enjoying my musical choice from "Cloud Atlas" still and
I hope to continue using it as I work .

vVinter Break: (Late December-EarJy January)

There has been a little shake-up in my thesis. I found out a couple of days before break
that one ofmy dancers, Emily, has decided to transfer schools so she will not be attending LMU
in the spring, hence it would be impossible to have her in my thesis. I was very shocked when I
heard that she would be leaving. I didn't even know she was thinking ofleaving or applying to
other schools, so it wasn't even on my radar. I wasn't mad at her because I am happy that she is
going somewhere where she wiHhopefully be happier, it was just sad because I was really
enjoying working with my whole cast. After hearing that Emily would be leaving I knew
immediately that I would have replace her. I knew I wanted a trio that was my vision all along. I
really didn't want to put myself in because I wanted to be separate from the piece and watch it as

4

a creator versus a performer. As break began I wasn't really thinking about it because I was

....
.....

exhausted from concert and finals and I just wanted to clear my mind. But, as the weeks rolled
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by I knew I had to make a decision. I started thinking about who I wanted and I was very
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shocked about how hard it was to decide who I wanted to ask. I was so excited when everyone I

.
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asked agreed, so now I was back to square one a little bit. I decided to think about not only
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whom I would want to work with but also who would have time. That is when I remembered that
I had talked to Cat during concert and she had mentioned she was not in any student pieces. I am

"•
•

draw to Cat as a dancer because of her emotional connection to her work. This is something that

••
••

I feel as well though it manifests differently in our movement, but I was interested in working
with her. I have danced with her before and I also know she is a very respectful and dedicated
dancer, two qualities that drew me to her. I decided to ask her to join our cast, and lucky for me

4
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my first choice replacement agreed! Knowing now that I have my third dancer, and she is
fabulous, I feel a lot better about going back into rehearsals and the semester. I am excited to get
back in the studio and start really getting to work.
Over break I have looked at different ways to get across my message, the one of

Iii
Iii

..
..
..

frustration. I think that I really need to spend time with my dancers. Now that I have a new
member of my cast, and Cat is such a distinct mover I want to start thinking what I can do with
each of them personally to portray my theme .

.

Rehearsal Three: (January 18, 2013)
Today was my first rehearsal with Cat. I started out rehearsal trying to really focus on

4
4
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distinctly what I wanted each person to be portraying, which facet of frustration. I came up with
three ways people can show frustration, scared, mad, or indifferent. I thought that Hannah would
be very good at portraying a frustration that was so intense that the person simply did not even
know how to show it. I see that at times, though she expresses herself, in front of more

"II'
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'authority' figures she is very good at controlling her emotions. I thought that Chloe had a

~

strength to her that would lend itself well to a portrayal of madness. And finally I thought Cat
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would be good at showing being scared, because she is very good at tapping into many different
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emotions.
This rehearsal I decided to try a different beginning. I wanted to show more a sense of
struggle. The idea being that the internal struggle that is going on inside is also being shown
through movement on the outside. I wanted to try to show this by the idea that each dancer starts
in a ball, and tries to untangles themselves. I really liked how this was working. The struggle is a
lot clearer to me then it has been in the past. I see that physicalization of what I am trying to get
out of their faces in their movement. I think right now some things I need to work on are trying
to help my dancers find more clarity in their movement. I think that maybe I need to give them
more specificity with the arm placement, because right now it's looking a little too sloppy for my
liking. I also have noticed that Chloe is having a harder time with the falls in the choreography .
This makes sense since she has had fewer vears of modern, than Cat, Hannah, and mvself. Since
•

C

I plan to have more falls later in the dance, this will be something she needs to work on. I am not
worried because she is a talented dancer.

Rehearsal Four: (January 24, 2013)
This rehearsal was in St. Robs so we had a little less room, but today's rehearsal was
awesome because Scott, my mentor, was able to come in and watch rehearsal. I was pleasantly
surprised by the feedback we all received. He started by telling to think about how I use the
space. Scott believes that having all my dancers start so far apart, and doing different things is
too many things for the eyes to focus on. He suggested that I try to compact them more in the
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beginning. He also suggested using the space in regards to where the group is within the stage
itself. We tried starting the dancers, now in more of a clump, in the comer and I really like it. It
is easier to focus· on the dancers, and not feel that you have to split your attention. Along with the
space idea we also played with having the dancers notjust 'self-untangle' but untangle from each
other as well. Scott used the im~ge from a tree growing up from the ground; that the dancers
would be intertwined like roots .
I was nervous about my music before this rehearsal. I really like it but I started to become
scared that it was too much. As it is from a film, it is very dramatic and has an emotional tie,
which is why I chose it. But, before this rehearsal I started second guessing myself about whether
it was any good. I was very happy that Scott seemed to like the build of the music, and he
thought it was a solid choice.
Overall I am very happy that I met with Scott, there are obviously things that I need to
work but I feel like I have some suggestions from him that I can play with. I felt that he really
gave me constructive criticism, which is always appreciated, especially from a new
choreographer.

Rehearsal Five: (February 4, 2013)
Before this rehearsal I did a lot of work in the studio by myself. I was mainly trying to
grapple with Scott's suggestion
about using space differently. I
completely agree ,vith the critique,
so I wanted to find a way to ,vork
that into my ,vork. I spent some

.···· ....... :. ·,,...
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time drawing diagrams on the white board to work out patterning. The new basic idea that I came
up with is that the dancers would be in the stage left upstage comer, and move as a chunp down
that diagonal. As the clump moved down the diagonal different dancers would 'break' out of the
clump, escape so to say. I relayed this information to the dancers during rehearsal, and they were
all very wiling to try oµt something new. I was very thankful because I was a little nervous to
change the whole beginning we had been working with, but I really think this new idea could
work great.
The dancers definitely tried to understand the clump, but what was immediately missing
was the closeness I wanted within the clump. I didn't relay this information well to them the
idea of being very close. I think also what felt to them, didn't look close as an audience member.
So this is something we will continue to work on as we continue to rehearse. On kind of the same
note, though I wanted to clump to be closer, I wanted to escape from the clump to be bigger. I
think a combination of the dancers not being close enough, and not sliding out far enough, was
making the idea of escaping not translate. A problem I realized last year I had, as a
choreographer, is I like to do too much. I over-choreograph. So a note I had to give my dancers
this rehearsal, and a note I always have to give myself is to just slow down, and let the
movement and idea happen without rushing it. Next time we perform this will be open floor so I
am excited for Scott to hopefully see the improvements I made with his feedback. I really like
the direction my work is going in. Hopefully I will get constructive feedback from whoever is
there as a panel.

Open Floor: (February 9, 2013)
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Today was the first time we performed at open floor. Unfortunately it went terribly. To
start the spacing we had just worked was messed up because of having to perform open floor not
facing the mirror but the white board. This messed up my dancers, and they didn't perform it
nearly as well as they had at rehearsal the other night. Apart from that my dance basically got
ripped apart. I felt that everything being said to me was negative, and,I received almost no
positive feedback. Again, unfortunately the negative feedback was not constructive. It truly felt
like an attack, there were no suggestions for how I could improve the things they didn't enjoy. I
was also disappointed by how Scott agreed with many of David's critiques. It made me mad
because he had just seen my dance a week before didn't mention any of the blatant problems
they were both addressing. One critique that was really annoying was the comment of my music.

I was told by Scott that he liked the music then fast forward one week later and all of sudden
both David and him do not like the music at all. It is confusing, and I felt like I was on my own
being attacked.
That being said these were the notes that I got from David and Scott. They wanted me to
strengthen the relationship of the dancers in the piece to each other, and decide what their
relationship to the audience. They feel that the intention and emotions of the dance are not
coming across through what they say. Finally they wanted me to explore the idea of the
. individual versus the group. It makes me frustrated because looking back now that I am not in
the room, all these suggestions are very valid. But, at the time I was so frustrated by their lack of
actual constructive feedback that I couldn't even focus on what they were saying I just wanted to
run out of there as quick as I could. I was also a little offended at the statements that I am not an
assertive person. It made me think that neither of them knows me at all. Just because I was taught
to be respectful to adults, does not mean I am not assertive. Ifl was not assertive I would not
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have moved across the country to pursue my education, gone aboard for four months, and I
certainly would not have achieved what I have. So needless to say I will not ever being going to
open floor again. Maybe it works for some people but emotionally I do not think I can handle the
way in which the feedback was delivered.

Rehearsal Six: (February 17, 2013)
Going back into rehearsal is tough after the last open floor but now it is time to focus on
the fact that we have to adjudicate very soon. This is our second to last rehearsal before they
decide which dances will be in the student show. Today I am focusing on adding on more
movement; hopefully next rehearsal will be more on a cleaning rehearsal. I am excited for the
movement in this rehearsal because it is starting to get bigger, and faster. This section of the
dance I wanted to focus on the escape out of frustration, that feeling when you let go or find a
way to get past the block. I want this movement to be done generally in unison, though I want
there to also be moments of almost relapsing.
This rehearsal I also worked with timing. After meeting with Judy this week and talking
about open floor, we worked through some of the critiques I got. Together we talked about how
timing can really affect how people feel when they watch a dance. How timing of a dance affects
emotion. This rehearsal we played with timing at the beginning of the piece to try to portray
more a struggle the dancers are repeating a movement with a slow timing, then quick, quick. I
like this change of timing, it has taken a part of the dance I was kind of bored with and
completely changed the meaning for me. Though open floor was rough and I felt very attacked, I
think it has fueled my fire, and made me want to make my dance look great. I really believe in
my dance and my dancers. And I think if rehearsals keep going on this track in a couple of weeks
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we will be in a great place for adjudication. I am not so worried after this rehearsal. I feel a little
more at peace .

Rehearsal Seven: (February 24, 2013)
This was our last rehearsal before adjudica1;ion. It was an unusual rehearsal because I had
spent the whole weekend at a mock trial competition. I ran into rehearsal after literally arriving
home ten minutes before. This rehearsal I had to add the ending of the dance. During the last
round of competition my role was fairly small, because my big moment had been in the morning
so I was able to choreograph in my head. Obviously because I had choreographed the ending in
my head I wasn't sure how it was going to translate on my dancers. After I set it on them I had to
make a few changes especially with timing. I found that the movement would be slower than it
actually ended up working with the music, so I added a few movements to the original phrase .
I feel very prepared for adjudication. All of my notes from watching the dancers dance
were very good. I felt that they are really considering the comments I have made to them. One of
my biggest fears is timing. I feel that when it is right it adds a lot to the dance, but when it is
wTong it makes the dance look not dynamic and boring. I feel the dancers did the timing well by
the end of this rehearsal, but it is something that we are constantly improving so hopefully it
works out well during adjudication.

Adjudication Reaction: (February 26, 2013)
I was very happy with how my dancers performed today! I thought that my piece looked
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great. I honestly feel that it is one of the best times I have ever seen it done. All the things that I
worried about timing and dynamics were executed perfectly. I am so glad that everything went
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smoothly for this moment. The only thing that was a little annoying was the space for the actual
adjudication. I asked if my piece could be performed to the front versus the side, since that is the
way we have practiced it and spacing is very important to my vision. But, I was told by Damon
that it would detrimental for me to have my dancers face front. I was confused by that because
when we all show our faculty concert pieces we face front, and both shows are performed on the .
same stage. At this point I think my dancers did the best they could with the space, and now it is
really out of my hands. We were informed that we will hopefully know the final results by
Friday .

Reaction to Results (First week of March)
I just found out that my piece did not make it into the show. I obviously am very
disappointed that my piece was not chosen. Because not only was my piece not chosen but the
two pieces I am in were also not chosen. It is weird feeling to know that I will not be performing
in the final big concert, but I also have had very bad luck with the student show so it is not that
out of character for my life. At point I am just annoyed and I really just don't want to do any
work. It is just not the best way to enter into spring break. Honestly at this point I just feel very
overwhelmed and I just really don't want to have to deal with all of this .
I really wish that I had just chosen to do a performance thesis. This is just no fun. Even
though my piece wasn't chosen I have to continue to work on it, but right now all I want to do is
forget this piece ever existed. I feel like I have wasted my time on this work and now it is just
going to be in a one night small show. I know I don't really have a choice, but it just in the
plainest of terms sucks. It was really no fun having to tell my dancers, but they are all very nice
people and supportive .
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First Rehearsal After Results (April 2, 2013)
I am finally back in the studio with my cast. After finding out about the results I really
just wanted to give up. And unfortunately the timing of the results made that very easy to do. We
had break then two weeks of class then Easter break. So March really just flew by, and i,t was
easy for to forget that I still had a thesis to choreograph. I met with Judy last week, and finally
talked about the fact that I wasn't in the show. And I realized that I still have a job to do, and
maybe I don't have to meet with my cast every week, but it's time to reconnect and remember
what we were working on.
The other day I texted my dancers to meet up for a rehearsal after Dance of Africa. Last
night's rehearsal was kind of a reconnecting. We marked through the dance a couple times, and
talked. It was not the most productive rehearsal but I still think it was important. It was important
to reconnect with not only the work but each other as people. I am glad that we are all finally
back working together. It makes the whole decision seem like drastic. My work will still be
performed and I'm sure my dancers will do a lovely job.

Rehearsal Nine: (April 7, 2013)
Tonight we met for a quick rehearsal. We had to do some reviewing because after our
month hiatus, so this rehearsal mostly consisted ofus reviewing the dance, and of them getting it
back into their bodies. I feel pretty good about their level of knowledge about the dance. Because
of finals, emerge, and the student show I don't think we will meet many more times. I am not too
upset about this. A;; much as I love working with my three dancers, there are other things this
time of year that come up, that cannot be ignored. I think that there is work that could be done to
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improve my dance, and I think almost any work has the potential to grow and get better. But, at
this point with the amount of time we logically have left I don't feel super comfortable changing
a lot about the dance. Rather, I want to focus on what I already have and work towards making it
the best it can be.

Rehearsal Ten: (April 30, 2013)
Today was our last rehearsal. We met for about an hour. Today I was really focusing on
smoothing out any rough spots within the dance. Specifically we focused on the beginning
timing. We counted out the music, to make sure there was sufficient time for everything,
especially since after the adjudication I added a beginning moment of individual frustration. We
ran the piece a few times, and it looked very good. I think the dancers have a pretty good handle
of the timing.,Performance wise I think that this was the first time I have seen the dance look as
good as it did when we adjudicated it, so it was nice to know that they dancers still had it in them
to do the dance well. I feel prepared for Encore.
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COSTUMES AND HAIR
My idea behind the costuming was very simple. I wanted the dancers to look 'put together' but
that something was a little off. I chose dream colored costumes, because cream and white are
very innocent colors. The dancers are all in skirts, or dresses which all have an regal air or
innocence.
The Idea:
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The part of my costuming that portrays frustration is the hair. I got the idea from looking up
images of frustration in Google Images. I saw that people often portray frustration by tugging or
pulling at their hair. I liked the idea of being very put together with the wardrobe but having the
hair being a complete mess. It is almost like the craziness of the emotion have caused these
normally 'put together' women to throw caring about their hair out the window.

The idea:

My Dancers:
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POST-CONCERT/CHOREOGRAPHIC REFLECTION

On May 2, 2013 my senior
choreographic thesis vvas performed in a show
entitled Encore. The show took place at Murphy
Recital Hall at Loyola Marymount University. It
began at 8 pm, and my piece was towards the end
of the show. The audience was about 70 percent
full. The hall is mostly used for voice and music
recitals. The floor is wood, and there are panels that line the walls. The space, though not
commonly used for dance, is quite beautiful and has a nice ambiance. As my dancers entered the
space to begin my piece I felt quite calm. What really impressed me about my dancers was their
performance level. It has been something that we have been struggling to perfect throughout my
thesis process. I wanted clear emotion that wasn't forced, or melodramatic. I stood in the very
back of the hall, and I watched most of the dance through the small screen of my video-camera.
But, even still I could not only see but feel the frustration through their dancing. I was very
moved by the commitment level that Cat, Chloe, and Hannah danced with .
Another issue that Murphy Hall presents is the shape of the space. It actually is a pretty
large space, which is nice, but the shape of the stage area is more wide than long. I
choreographed my dance to really use all the space, vvide and long. So, going into the
performance I tried to stress to my dancers to be smart about the space. To notice if they are
going to need more or less room, and act accordingly. They did a great job with this. There were
a couple of moments were I could tell Chloe ran out of space, or Hannah adjusted a movement to
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stay within the space. But, I don't think all these adjustments went unnoticed to the audience,
which is always the goal.
Watching the dance I was proud not only of my dancers, but my choreography. I think as
a choreographer you get so used to seeing your own work that it is hard to see it with fresh eyes .
After my piece was performed a couple of people came up to me saying they really enjoyed my ,
piece, and it was just very nice to hear. To even hear that one person likes your work is a really
great validation to receive. It iterates that the piece doesn't only look good to your own eyes, but
other people also see value in your work. I am proud of the advancements I have made as a
choreographer. Last year at this time, I was showing my first choreographic work, and by the
time the show came arolmd I completely hated my work. I was bored by it, and so sick of seeing
it. This year though I have seen my dance hundreds of times, I still enjoyed watching it .
Choreography is a difficult endeavor. As a dancer I move to almost any music I hear. I
love to improv and make up movement, but it is a whole different beast to choreograph.
Choreography, I have learned, takes certain smartness. It involves not only creating movement
that matches a song, but that has an idea, an intention behind it. A choreographer must consider
space, timing, shape, technique, and so many other things. We learn all this in composition
classes but until dancers are looking to you to instruct them in all these areas, it's hard to
understand the scope of choreographing. There is an inherent creativity that a choreographer
needs to have, to find a way to relate an idea through movement. I think that like any skill
choreography is something that needs to be developed. I enjoy choreographing, but I think ifI
decide to continue choreographing in the future I need to learn to trust myself more. I have
always valued my improv skills, my natural reaction to music. When I start choreographing I
start to doubt this skill, w-hich I think could be a great asset in my choreography if I trusted it
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more. In the future I would love to take more risks with music choices. When I hear a famous
musical theater song I can imagine an athletic modern dance to it. Something that is not
conventional, but I believe I could really make work. I think that being self-reflective with
choreography is very important, but I also think self-confidence is equally as important. I have a
good handle on the self-reflexivity, but now I need to start growing my choreographic ,
confidence. I am thankful for the time I have had this year to continue to grow my choreographic
skill. I'm excited to see where choreography presents itself in my life .
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SUjyJMARY OF DANCE STUDIES

MODERN
III- Rogelio Lopez (Freshman Year)
• There was a focus on breath, and how it affected the transitions within the movement
phrase.
• This class was an introduction to the more athletic side of modern day; doing lots of floor
work and inver~ions.
•
• We worked with the idea of fluidity into stronger movement, such as a free flow arm into
.
.
amvers10n.
• This class taught me to have confidence in a class that was mostly sophomores when I
was a freshman .
IV - Chad Michael Hall (I st Semester Sophomore Year)
• This class stressed the athleticism of modern dance. We spent days in the gym, "gym
days", working on the mats to practice high flying jumps and falls. We practiced lateral
inversions, headstands, rolling over our feet, and breath while falling .
• We were recorded every class, and required to watch the footage to see where we needed
to improve and what skills we had a good handle on. This was very helpful to me as a
student to literally see what my teacher was seeing. This helped me better understand the
corrections I was getting.
• For O½r midterm we were required to do our class combinatiol} one at a time. This
stressed the importance of performance and owning the combinations.
• Our midterm also required creating our own warm-up. This was a very useful tool not
only for teaching in the future, but also for understanding how to warm-up your body for
a show or rehearsal. Chad Michael Hall stressed the importance of the warm-up having a
pattern so that nothing would be skipped or forgotten.
• There was also a focus on smaller, quicker movements that then went into big
movements, like falls or inversions. Chad Michael Hall worked a lot with dynamics not
only in our movements but also in the music David Karagianis played for us.
• The class finally focused on strength. We had a conditioning phrase that worked on
strengthening not only our core, but also arm strength.
IV-Rosalynde LeBlanc (Senior Year)- In the process of completing
V- Holly Johnston (Junior/Senior year)
• This modern class has a very big focus on body connectivity. We work a lot with
understanding how for example your foot can affect how your neck feels. That movement
is the body is all very connected.
• We focus on using biological terms to help understand what parts of our body to access
for certain movements. Terms such as ischiurn are used as cues when attempting to
perform movements.
• Holly Johnston wants us to understand the difference between release technique and other
modern techniques. It is important to her that we listen to what the teacher/choreographer
wants and then perform the movement in that quality.
• We are expected to quickly pick up sequences, and then work on embodying the
movement how is desired .
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We spend a lot of time verbally discussing the concepts we work on in class. There is a
good portion of the class dedicated to questions we may have. We are also encouraged to
give feedback about what we are learning.

Workshop- Karen McDonald (Junior Year-I st semester)
• Workshop was one ofmy favorite dance classes at LMU. The class was taught in a strict
way. There was an expectation that we wore only a black leotard, and black tights and
our hair in a bun .
• The beginning of the semester was spent on technique. We worked on everything from
plies to skips across the floor. These technical exercises after a few weeks were fused into
.
.
improve exercises.
• We spent a great deal of time working on improv exercises. These exercises ranged from
whole group activities, to solos, to small groups. We used the ballet barres, chairs, and a
bench in some of the improvs. Sometimes we were asked to perform certain sty!es or use
our vmces .
• The improv exercises challenged each and every one of us to break outside our comfort
boxes as dancers. Karen McDonald pushed us, and sometimes we were uncomfortable
but that was when people created some of their most amazing movement.
• We were required to keep a journal every week about our experiences and challenges .
We also used filming and there were a few weeks when we all sat and watched our
previous class on the projector screen. We were required to not only notice the bad things
but also the things we liked about our performances. Also each person would take notes
on everyone else about what we liked about their performance .
• David Karagianis was also a huge part of the workshop. With him we talked about the
importance of music. Karen McDonald often had us face David as we danced. She had us
pay specific attention to what we were hearing, and then adjust our movement
accordingly .
• This class was the perfect hybrid of technical work and truly preparing for
choreographing and performance .
JAZZ
IV- Denise Leitner
• This class focused mainly on lyrical jazz. Most of the combinations were done in a more
free-flow style of jazz versus classical lines .
• Denise focused a lot on the performance, and showing emotion as you danced. She
wanted there to be intention behind all the movement, even though it didn't hard, straight
lines.
• Often in her combinations there would be simple steps, such as walking. But with each of
these simple steps she expected to see a motivation behind it.
• There was also a focus on across the floor work. We would work on everything from jazz
walks, to pirouettes to chaines. We were expected to bring this technical work into our
combinations even though they weren't classical jazz .
V- Jason Myhre
• This class worked on a variety of jazz styles- from musical theater jazz to contemporary
jazz to jazz funk .
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We spent usually about half the class going across the floor and the other half learning a
combination. We usually spent one to two weeks on one combination but there was an
expectation to learn quickly and be ready to perform.
• We spent a lot of time dancing in this class, there wasn't much discussion, and rather the
focus was on learning through what we observed.
• There were several techniques used to help us learn. We were filmed during class and
then one class we all watched ourselves and took notes about what we saw. We also at
times had to perform the combinations one at a time. This forced us to think about
performance, and for some people face their fear of performing alone.
• We were expected to be at a certain technical level, so we spent a lot of time on multiple
turns and complex patterning across the floor.
• In Jason Myhre's class every couple of weeks we had quizzes, either on jazz dance
terminology or jazz dance history. We were expected to learn about many jazz dance
founders and their accomplishments. We also spent one day watching a film on the
history of jazz dance.
V/Workshop- Paige Porter
• In Paige Porter's classes there is always a huge emphasis on personal growth and
improvement. In workshop that is one of the most important objectives.
• In workshop everyone has targeted area where they would like to improve and everyone
also has a buddy to help them through the journey. The buddy may be working on
something similar or something you are more accomplished at, but they are there for
support and guidance in your journey.
• Paige Porter places a lot of emphasis on choice. Often in her classes we are asked to
improv across the floor, and stick to the choices we make. We do a lot of work with
getting past insecurities, whether they are rooted in how we see ourselves as dancers or
fear of rejection.
• I have gained more specificity with my movement through my work in Paige Porter's
jazz classes. It is expected that we pay attention to the specifics of lines, musicality, and
style.
• We perform the same warm-up every class, so we must know the warm-up, execute it to
our fullest potential, and learn something new every time we do it.
• The class also focuses on learning more about the jazz dance world. That is studied in
two ways, through terminology and styles. Every few weeks we have jazz terminology
quizzes. We also study different jazz styles: classical, contemporary, funk, and many
more. With each of these styles we are expected to understand what distinguishes them
from each other.
BALLET
IV- Tekla Kostek/Gaida Paulovska (Freshman Year)
• This class focused on studying classical ballet technique. The class consisted of barre
work, as well as center work. The center work included adagio, petit allegro, grande
allegro, and waltz.
• There was also a focus on the quality of the movement. In particular it was expected that
our head was correctly placed in regards to our port de bras. Both of these teachers
preferred a more fluid quality for the upper body.
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I spent a good deal of this year ,vorking on my alignment. I was trying to make sure that
my ribs did not open up, and that I kept my core compact. This was something I worked
on the barre and also with my center work.
IV- Scott Heinzerling (Sophomore/Junior Year)
• This class also studied classical ballet technique, working at both the barre and center.
• There was a particular focus of strength in this class. We spent a lot of time at the barre
doing adagio, often doing fondues into releves and balancing.
• Scott Heinzerling also likes a sharper quality in his ballet class. He asked for the port de
bras to follow a more direct pathway.
• There is big emphasis on musicality. For example if the grande plie was eight counts,
using four counts down and four counts up.
• Another skill that is focused on was pointing through the whole foot. This would then
help with our jumps, which we spent a lot of time on. Petit allegro was always an
exercise we did in the center. Petit allegro is one of the hardest exercises for me, so this
was always a point of struggle for me.
Musical Theater- Paige Porter
• Musical theater dance focuses on theater dance, which includes acting, dancing, and
singing .
• In class we worked on dance technique, but also malcing acting choices. We did a lot of
across the floor exercises that required us to change our expression according the musical
choice .
• The class also helps students overcome fears about singing, which I feel a lot of dancers
have. We would have to sing by ourselves but we always had the track. It also addresses
the stamina challenges that occur when dancing and singing .
• The class explores a wide range of musicals and styles .
• For the final everyone was assigned a song from a different musical, that Paige Porter felt
would challenge us. Some people were assigned male characters, some had sexier
characters. Because our class was small it was easy to give personalized attention to
everyone.
• The first semester I took the class it was all dance majors, and our class was quite small
so we did some work before the final performing alone. This was really scary for me
because I don't like singing by myself but this class really helped me break away from
that fear.
Yoga for Dancers- Holly Johnston
• This class focused on yoga conditioning for the dancer's body .
• The class was run similar to a yoga class, with a few modifications for dancers. This
included that we could ask questions during class, and some poses were changed. We
were asked at times to turn in our legs, and have our shoulder face a certain direction .
• We also sent a lot of time working on strengthening, especially in our core .
• Like in modern class, we are expected to understand certain biological terms that Holly
Johnston would use as movement cues.
• During class use of breath was important, as it is in classical yoga technique. We were
always being reminded to breath as we help difficult poses or stretches .
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• This class allowed me to spend more time than I get to in my other technique classes
•

exploring different stretches and strength building poses. It was a deeper examination of
my body .
Some days we focused on recuperating techniques for our bodies, after hard days of
dancing .

Friday Workshop- Tony Czar
• This Friday workshop was a once a week hip hop class.
• In this class taught by Tony Czar y-ie explored the many different styles of hip hop. This
includes whacking, popping, house dance, African dance, and many more .
• Each consisted of learning a routine in a different style, with a short warm-up .
• By the end of the semester, we were expected to choreograph a hip hop routine using
three different styles of hip hop we learned over the semester.
Dance History- Jill Nuenes-Jensen
• Dance History takes a look at the vast history of dance .
• The course begins with the roots of ballet., going all the way back to the French Royal
Court.
• We also looked at the beginnings of modern dance, jazz dance, musical theater, film
dance, tap, and hip hop .
• The course explored the differences between the major modern dance contributors,
including Duncan, Graham, Humphrey, Ruth St. Denis, Ted Shawn and many more.
• Along with learning about various dance styles, we also discussed their social
implications and what they added to society or how they were influenced by society .
• We also began to look into the connections between the various styles. Whether that be
Jerome Robbins and his use of ballet in his choreography for the musical "West Side
Story" or taps roots in African American history.
• Our work culminated in a final paper exploring one topic. My topic was Isadora Duncan
and her influence over not only the female dancer, but also the female in society at the
time.
Kinesiology- Marvis Rhodes
• This year long course explores how the body moves, and is specifically tailored for a
dance student.
• The course began with a examination of the body at its simplest form, as celL We spent
some time exploring cells, tissues and how they make up the muscles within our body.
• We also spent a lot of time first semester discussing ranges of motions. This includes
flexion, extension, abduction, and adduction. We looked at many joints, such as the
shoulder joint, foot, hip joint, and knee joint, to see what range of motion they had during
certain dance movements. For example we would look at what range of motion the knee
joint completed when being pulled in passe .
• Second semester we spent more time examining certain bones and muscle groups. We
were asked to learn all the major muscles of the body and where the attached.
• Second semester we also spent time in groups looking at common health problems that
dancers have. Some of the topics we looked at were osteoporosis, the female triad,
flexibility, and stretch buildiJ?-g.'
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Second semester was a more practical look and application of all the topics we covered
during the first semester.

Laban Movement Analysis- Damon Rago
Fundamentals of Dance- Judy Scalin
To Dance is Human- Judy Scalin
Styles and Forms- Mark Tomasic
Stagecraft for Dancers- Johnny Garofalo
Choreographers Workshop- Holly Johnston/David Karagianis /Paige Porter
Principles of Teaching- Teresa Heiland
Independent Study- Motif Notation- Teresa Heiland
Drumming for Dancers/Dance of Africa- Monti Ellison
Pilates Lab- Melanie King
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DANCE PERSPECTIVES ESSAY: The Democratic Dance Citizen
Dancers often argue or defend a dance education, especially in the higher education
setting. They argue not only the physical aspect, but also the whole person involvement that a
dancer must have. It is 11n art form that requires not only mental concentration, put also
performance. While this is all true, how does this contribute to society? What makes dance so
important that educators argue for a dance education in public schools, or what makes dance
companies write grant proposals for federal funding? Why should any federal funding even go to
dance? The answer to all these questions lies in the development of a dancer and how that leads
to a more democratic society. As a society we place so much emphasis on our democracy and the
values that emerge from it such as, freedom, human rights, and choice. Dancers represent a
valuable part of that democratic ideal. If it is important to our democratic society to have
dancers, then there needs to be a realistic way to live this lifestyle. What constitutes a democratic
citizen, and how does a dancer fit into that mold? And how much does our society allow for the
search and exploration that all artists need?
The idea of democracy is one that our country holds very near to its heart. Our nation was
founded on democratic ideals. The United States was one of the first nations to have a
constitution and bill of rights. Yet, for all this pride what does it really mean to be a democratic
citizen? Socrates believed that the ability to argue was central to a valuable democracyi. But
mrfortunately some may see this kind of atmosphere as a contest, to win rather than discuss .
Another issue that arises with this definition is persuasion. Those who do not think critically will
not understand fully what they want and can be easily persuadedii_ The focus then must be placed
not only on the person's argument, but on their ideas; when individuals view their own ideas as
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their social responsibility than they will be more likely to be accountable for them.1 These
Socratic values of argumentation and critical thinking led eventually to a certain type of
individual. This kind of individual will not passively accept what is told to them rather, they will
inquire deeper into the topic and critically examine it. In a democratic society, though the
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specifics vary, nation to nation, we are all responsible to choose our le<1ders, 'Ne put leaders in
power that will make important choices about our future, To effectively give someone this kind
of power over our lives we must understand the importance of thinking critically and examining
multiple sides of arguments, The skills that a Socratic atmosphere gives an individual are then
vital to being a democratic citizen,
A democratic nation needs citizens that are able to examine, reflect, and debate. But, we
also need to understand how we relate to each other and have concern for not only oneself; for a
good nation is not an individual but rather a whole

iv_

This is.where the concept of dancers as

valuable players in a democracy comes in. To understand the connection we must first examine
what values and inherent challenges are unique to being a dancer. A dancer when asked why
they dance, often responds with "I have to", or "I need it". It is something that not only satisfies
the physical body, but also fuels the soul. That's why a dancer feels like they could never stop
dancing because it would almost be a part of their soul missing. Rabindranath Tagore, a Noble
Prize winning Bengali educator who has had a profound effect on arts and hmnanities education,
spoke about the soul in art. Tagore spoke about how the arts create sympathy, both in oneself and
responsiveness to those around. This soul is not something that is taught in our school system. At
a time in our country when the focus is largely on the economy and jobs, it is easy to see how the
idea of passion and sympathy can get lost in the shuffle. In her book about the importance of an
arts education "Not for Profit", Martha C. Nussbaum explains the importance of the soul that it,
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"facilities of thought and imagination that make us human and make our relationships rich
human relationships, rather than relationships of mere use manipulation."v Being a dancer
facilitates the soul, which facilitates our sympathy for others, and an awareness of those around
them. How does dance also lead to a critically thinking individual, the other important aspect of a
democratic citizen?
To think critically about an issue, an individual must examine both sides. Often in dance
one must take on a role that they have no personal experience with. This could be performing in
a piece about the Holocaust. The dancer most likely did not live through the Holocaust and
maybe isn't even Jewish, but his or her duty as a performer is to attempt to understand. The
dancer must perform the piece with integrity, which requires reflection not only on the issues,
but how they affected people and how that affects the dance. Tagore used dance in his teaching,
as a way to draw attention to issues that often caunot at the time be talked about with words, such
as gender issues vi. This is how dance can be used as a way not only as a way to entertain but
inform. The dance then becomes not only for the dancer but also for the audience. Often dance
and performance can be a vehicle for confronting and coming up against social issues in a safe
but critical way. Dance has a long tradition with confronting social change with performance;
notably with one of the founders of modem dance, Isadora Duncan. Duncan challenged the
societal norms of the 1920's by dancing barefoot in loose fitting clothing, and breaking views of
what a woman could and could not do. This is just one example in a long list of dance figures
that affected the conversation of social change through their art.
Dancers in society are important not only due to their unique ability to connect and
sympathize but also to examine the society around them and comment. Dance presents a forum
to critically examine issues of the past, present, personal, and communaL It is unique because
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dancers are not only intellectualizing the experience, but physically moving through it. These
facts about dance as an art form all tie back to the concept of an ideal democratic citizen .
Dancers have the ability to not only form their own opinion but the creativity to understand how
others think. In democracies a common challenge is lack of enlightenment. That problem is
solved with dancers who spend hours not only selfcexarnining but also examining the
surrounding environment. In a society that is largely cutting funding for arts and arts education,
one must ask what are these cuts doing to the generation that would have benefitted from them~
If education were simply about passively taking in information, why even bother having a
democracy? Our generations each need to be educated to question, challenge, and imagine, to
protect our democracy. Dance is a way to do all those things and more .
Dance as an art form not only develops democratic citizens, but also challenges what we
believe and accept. In this way it is invaluable to our society. But realistically how does a dancer ,
function in society? Most dancers accept and know the fact that it is extremely difficult to get
jobs. It takes years of training and dedication to one's art. Even if you do get dance jobs, they are
often not feeding that artistic side that will produce work that challenges society. Often the main
source for this kind of dance work is in the company dance world, or the concert dance world .
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The concert dance world can be anything from ballet to contemporary to folk dance. Concert
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dance often explores themes that question and challenge society. It is often seen as the most
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"artful" of all dance forms, because though it is concerned with entertainment that is not its
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primary focus unlike a music video.
Dance companies that perform concert works may get donations from private donors, or
money from ticket sales, but they can also benefit greatly from federal funding. This kind of
funding can be used to generate new works, go on tours across the country, and educate
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communities. Federal funding likely comes in the form of a grant. One of the biggest federal
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agencies for art grants is The National Endowment for the Arts. NEA is an independent federal
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agency that supports artistic excellence and innovation in areas such as dance, visual arts,

•

museums, theater, design, and research vii. In regards to dance the NEA will grant funds to

~
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concert dance. An example of one of the clance grants they offer is The Art Works grant. This
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grant is awarded to a concert dance organization that will strive to create dance that meets the
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highest standards of excellence, public engagement, and will strengthen communities. These
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grants can range anywhere from 10,000 to 100,000 dollars viii. Obviously this kind of money can
be life-changing for a company. It gives them the opportunity to get publicity and have more
people see and observe their works .
Though NEA provides great opportunities for many companies, some argue it has diluted
the field of concert dance. In heLwork that examines the effects of funding on concert dance, Jan
Van Dyke discusses the challenges that concert work, specifically modern dance faces in this
climate of federal grants. She argues that though these grants provide money and funding to
dance artistry it has h1rned the concert dance world into a market commodityix. By this she
means that concert dance is no longer solely for the sake of artistry or to relay a message .
Companies now know that there is a certain process they must go through to get funding. Not
only does receiving grant money give you direct funding, but indirectly it gives you an image
that appeals to donorsx. Receiving a grant can have a long term trickledown effect, which is one
of the reasons they are so coveted. The process then becomes one not of artistry but of an image .

If a company can achieve a certain image, they can get money. Unfortunately, this
concept of dance as a market commodity leads the dancer away from being a critical, examining
individual into a cookie cutter image. It turns the process of choreographing into one of a
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machine. Van Dyke believes this market commodity approach has changed the concert dance
world in two main ways. One way is that young choreographers are now thrown into this climate
of expected successxi. If they have one great work, they are expected to have a great work every
year or they fade away. It becomes an unrelenting environment that does not foster creativity but
rather demands it. The second change is the choreographic aesthetic that results from this
atmosphere. The works no longer become what message the choreographer wants to portray but
rather what will get them noticed or enthrall audiencesxii_ This kind of environment is lessening
the risk-taking and subjectivity of the art form and bringing it into a seal of approval type
process.
This change in the concert dance world changes how the democratic dancer functions. No
longer can concert dance be a pure way to enhance democratic ideals. As previously examined a
democratic citizen is important in a few ways. First the democratic citizen understands and takes
responsibility for their ideas. There is a sense of ownership. Second they are enlightened by
being able to examine, reflect, and debate. Finally democratic citizens do not passively accept
ideas rather they challenge the norm. While grants are given to those with excellence, public
engagement, and communal outreach, they aren't always given to those who challenge the
expectations of society. To be able to challenge the norm will not always necessarily create high
viewership or critical acclaim. Sometimes the public is uncomfortable -with ideas that need to be
presented, or talked about. That, as previously examined, is what makes dance is wonderful. It is
a safe space to confront ideas that need to be talked about, but maybe we aren't ready to debate.
Dance creates an alternative sphere of discussion that is still in the public arena, but not under so
much scrutiny.
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To keep the dancer exploring new ideas and challenging society, we must support them.
Dancers are an important aspect to our democratic society. Cunently we have a grant system that
helps support dance creation, but some argue has stifled the creative process. There are other
ways to support dance, a democratic art form; first, to further funding for dance education within
the school systems. Dance provides a way not only to move and be active, but to physicalize the
experience of another. To step for a few minutes into someone else's world and sympathize with
their pains is a very unique experience to dance. Dance at the undergraduate, and graduate level
is often scoffed at, but it provides a world of intense discussion and examination into concert
dance. Higher education programs allow fresh minds to foster and grow, while providing an
environment for their creativity to flourish. Finally, we want to be able to confront social change.
There should be grant programs for companies that choose to not only engage audience
members, but,make them question what they believe and what we hold to be 'normal' as a
society. Challenging what is around us is the most important way to avoid passivity, because
passivity and lack of engagement are the pitfalls of a democracy. We must feel empowered to
fight against the dominate, hegemonic viewpoint that our society presents to us. We must feel
empowered to point out the flaws of our society, and come up with creative solutions. For in a
democracy we are constantly voting on laws, choosing leaders, and voicing our opinions, and we
must feel that our ideas matter or this system will fail. Dance creates a mind that is willing to
empathize, challenge, and create solutions.
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DANCE AESTHETIC STATEMENT
Investjgating dance as an art form over the last four years has provided me with a lot of
insight. I have been asked to think of dance like I never had before. We started freshman year
learning to not just view something as good or bad, but why we think that. We were asked to
describe what we thought was 'good' and why. Later we learned how high and low levels and
different energy qualities portray different things within dance. If you change the timing what
does that do to a dance? And now as seniors many of us are choreographing ourselves, the
ultimate test of what we enjoy to watch as dancers, but also how we enjoy moving. As dancers
we are often told to experience everything, and take every d<\Ilce opportunity we can get, but at
the end of the day we all have preferences. The evolution of my dance preferences both how I
move and how I like to watch people move has changed over the last four as my knmvledge of
dance has changed. And now as I graduate from LMU I feel that I have a well-established
opinion of dance as I enter out into the world.
Ever since I was a young girl and my mother took to go see Annie in Boston I have loved
musical theater. Since then I have seen multiple shows, and I continue to see shows whenever I
can. The dramatics of theater and theater dance have always drawn me in, and I believe have
greatly influenced how I view dance. I never did theater or even theater dance until I was in high
school, so it is not that this is a stylistic preference. Rather, watching years of theater has given
me a different lens to view dance through. The story in theater helps perpetuate the dancing, and
inversely the dancing helps drive the story. Story and character are central to theater. Character
development helps the audience cqnnect with not only the character but also the entire story.
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Emotional involvement and dedication to your work in theater is obligatory for the success of the
show. All these concepts have shaded how I approach my own work but also how I view other's
work.
Historically I am drawn to several dancers, and choreographers. Specifically I have
alwa.ys loved to watch Martha Graham's work, ever since I did a biography project on her in
middle school. The first time I viewed "Lamentation" I was shocked by the simplicity, but
effectiveness of her movement. Nothing was big or extravagant, but it portrayed such a big idea,
the idea of grief. The ability to portray such clear emotions and story through dance is something
that I value deeply. I have always loved modern dance because when I think of modem dance I
naturally associate it with Martha. I associate it with movement choices that portray an emotion,
which I love. Along the same lines Alvin Ailey's work has always captivated me, though for
different reasons. The athleticism Ailey's work uses, both for the males and females, is not only
impressive but beautiful. The lines his dancers create are so visually pleasing. Unlike maybe a
ballet dancer there is an inherent, shown power in both genders. The women are not expected to
be seen always as graceful, though they can be. Ailey's work is also something I appreciate
because of his smart use of music. Anyone who has seen "Revelations" can attest to this fact.
"Revelations" uses spiritual as well as blues music. This was very unique at the time and even
now. It was often, and still often thought, that a dance is not serious concert work if the music is
not solely instrumental. The music Ailey uses not only has a clear emotional pull, but implores
lyrics. He used the music very smartly the dance pushes and pulls with the music. The music
helps move the dance forward. Both Martha Graham and Alvin Ailey are two historic dance
figures who have inspired me as a dancer. They both implore the use of story, but they definitely
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go about it different ways physically. I am attracted to both of their works but for very different
reasons.
I have been inspired by many dancers and dances in my life, but ultimately I love to
dance myself. The styles of dance I enjoy doing the most now in my life are modern and hip hop.
With modern there is intensity, but also a simplicity that I find so rewarding to do. There are
many kinds of modern I love to do, but I love to dance athletically. In my sophomore year I was
able to take modern class from Chad Michael Hall, and that was the style of modern I really
enjoyed doing. I liked the direct energy, and athletic nature of the movement. There were falls,
and jumps, then something simple. I thought that the dynamic shift in energy was intriguing and
very fun to do. This kind of movement is challenging and I love to be challenged as a dancer.
That being said I also love to do dance that makes people feel something. When I danced in
Marjani Forte's piece my sophomore year,the movement was modern and the dance was very
challenging but it wasn't as in your face as something like Chad Michael Hall's work. It is
rewarding as a performer to hear that your performance emotionally affected someone. I think
that is one of the greatest compliments an artist can get. So though I do love dancing athletically,
I love the simple moments of modern dance that can make the audience feel something.
Along the same lines musical theater dance is something that I recently discovered I
loved to do. Though I knew I have loved theater for a while, I never felt super attached to theater
dance. But the combination of dancing and character that is required in musical theater is so
fulfilling. Performing musical theater dance makes me feel very alive. I love to combine acting
so literally with my dancing. It is so much fun to be able to create a character for a piece, to have
so much freedom to play. For that reason I love to dance musical theater, because it's more than
just dance its storytelling. I love using my body to portray a story .
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Though musical theater dance and modern/concert work are very different looking, they
share similar qualities that attract me to them not only as a viewer but as a performer. Watching a
story unfold though dance is not only difficult to do, but also fascinating to watch. There is
generally a level of interpretation involved for the audience but also the dancer. We must help
the choreography portray an idea through pur emotional involvement. I love dancing in an
athletic way, but like Mr. Ailey, I love that athleticism to tell a story. But like Martha Graham I
find a lot of beauty in simplicity of rare, honest emotion and storytelling. I hope as a dancer I can
accomplish even an ounce of the what the most celebrated dance storytellers have accomplished.
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ENCORE 2013
AFRICAN DRUMMING AND DANCE
Instmctor: Monti Ellison

IMPROVISATION 1

...

Fundamentals of Dance Composition II
Composition: Videntes Ste/lam; Sancte Deus
Instmctor: Patrick Damon Rago
Lindsey Briggs, Alex Faglie, Sydney Franz, Danielle King, Mandy Matthews, Angelica Migliazzi,
Analisa Pardo, Rebecca Rey, Ruthie Trask, Challen Wellington

UNTITLED
Choreography & Performance:
Composition:

Summer Salazar
Give Me Love; Ed Sheeman

••

IMPROVISATION 2
Fundamentals of Dance Composition II
Composition; Signs oJLift; Pink Floyd
Instructor: Patrick Damon Rago

J

Stephanie Brodie, Christy Kochenderefer, Beth McGowan, Kelsey Netting, Sierra Portera, Abagail
Samson,Jenny Volanti, Carrie Whitelam

YOU HAVE/HATE ME
Choreography:
Composition:

Mathew Talagoo
The Making of Grief Point Instmmental; Loscil
You Don't Know Me; Apparat

Dancers:

Rachel Benzing, McKenzie Cochran, Sydney Franz, Charissa Kroeger,
Anthony Lunguren, Devon Magee, Rebecca Rey, Summer Salazar

•

UNTITLED
Choreography:
Composition:

Rosalynde Leblanc Loo
Ionization; Edgar Varese

Dancers:

Lennon Hobson & Stacey Johnson

•
I

IMPROVISATION SOLO
Fundamentals of Dance Composition II
Composition: La Fi/le aux Chevea11x De Lin, Claude Debussy
Instructor: Patrick Damon Rago
Bennett \Villiams

•
I

I

Modern Dance IV Section 2
Instructor: Rosalynde Leblanc Loo

I
I
I
I

I
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STAND
Choreography:
Composition:

Dancers:

A LITTLE TOO LATE
Choreography:
Composition:
Dancers:

Rachel Benzing
Stand By Your Man; Tammy Wynette
44 & Tod Apparat
Rachel Benzing & Kendra Collins

Elise Culliton
Childhood 1 & 2; Yann Tiersen
Krysta Calomeni, McKenzie Cochran, Tegan Hayek

SHIRK
Choreography & Performance:
Composition:

•'

ANCHORED
Choreography:
Composition:
Dancers:

Brian Esperon & Jordynn Otto
Shirk; Meshell Ndegeocello

Katelyn Martin
Cloud Atlas Finale; Tom Twyker, Johnny Klimek, & Reinhold Heil
Hannah Inayoshi, Cat Kamrath, Chloe LaFleur

IMPROVISATION 3
Fundamentals of Dance Composition II
Composition: No. 1 An·etta & No 2 Waltz; Edvard Greig
Instructor: Patrick D:imon R;.go

I;

-

Krysta Calomeni, Mattie Hamill, Sydney Kramer, Sorelle McGill, Alexa Palmenteri,
Sarina Ramirez-Ortiz,Julia Stathas, Natalie Weaver

•
I

~·I ·
•

Jessica Bowman
Tick Tack; Kamera und Schnitt & Max Molle

Dancers:

Sean Chong-Umeda, Lennon Hobson, Katelyn Martin,
Beth McGowan

•

•

IMPROVISATION DUET
Fundamentals of Dance Composition II
Composition: Carnival ofSouls, Combustible Edison
Instructor: Patrick Damon Rago

...

.

Josh Rivera and Rachel Rivera

,,. •
...

Choreography:
Composition:

Modern Dance IV Section 1
Instructor: Rosalynde Leblanc Loo
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Encore Production Crew: David Karagianis & Damon Rago
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